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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

A SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TESTING PERFORMED TO CHARACTERIZE

AND SELECT AN ELASTOMERIC O-RING MATERIAL TO BE USED IN

THE REDESIGNED SOLID ROCKET MOTORS OF THE

SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Each of the redesigned solid rocket motors (RSRM's) used in the space transportation system

(STS) contains three field joints and one nozzle-to-case joint. These are joints located between segments

of the solid motors that are mated during the assembly of the booster motors at the Kennedy Space

Center (KSC). Figure 1 shows the location of these joints and an expanded view of a typical field joint.

The seals used in the RSRM field joints have an internal diameter of approximately 144 in, while the

cross section of the O-ring is 0.290 in. The O-rings are constructed by flu'st centerless grinding the

molded O-ring cord stock and then using a proprietary splicing technique to make a complete O-ring.

Rigorous testing is then performed on the O-ring to assure that it meets all of the requirements imposed

for a high-quality O-ring.

One phenomenon associated with these joints is that, upon ignition of the motor, internal pres-

sure in the motor rises very quickly and then peaks at approximately 0.6-s after ignition. This very quick

pressure rise (from nominal air pressure to 920 lb/in 2) causes the surface against which the O-ring is

sealing to experience elastic deformation and move radially away from the O-ring (maximum

FIELD JOINT

Figure 1. RSRM case design.



predictedmovementwas0.009in) asshownin figure 2. Also,duringthisshort transient,the loadis
removedfrom thepinsusedin matingthecases,therebyallowing thesealingsurfaceto moveaxially in
relationto theO-ringseal.Thecombinationof thesetwo dynamicmotionsinducesanunusualsealing
environmentfor thejoint seals.Due to thisunusualenvironment,experimentaltestdataneededto
predicttheperformanceof sealsin this typeof environmentwereextremelylimited.This reportattempts
to describethelaboratorytestingthatwasperformedin supportof theprocessof choosinganO-ring
materialto beusedin theshuttleRSRM'sandthencharacterizingthatmaterialfully.

JOINT EXTRUSION GAP'_

JOINT GAP OPENING

DUE TO ELASTIC
DEFORMATION

LOSS OF CONTACT "--'3

d/-- HOTMOTORGASESy
1

JOINT CONFIGURATION PRIOR

TO PRESSURIZATION

JOINT CONFIGURATION AFTER MOTOR
PRESSURIZATION IF BLOWBY OCCURS

Figure 2. Joint gap opening.

Initial efforts in the selection of a safe and suitable O-ring material began with an engineering

assessment of those tests needed to address those critical parameters which would affect the proper

sealing action of an elastomeric seal in an RSRM environment. The most basic, yet critical, parameters

were the elastomer's toughness (due to possible assembly damage when joints were mated), the

elastomer's compatibility with the lubricating grease in the joints, and, finally, the most critical

parameter of all, the material's ability to functionally perform so that a seal was maintained at all times

in the joint. Once these required performance properties had been established, a set of tests was defined

that would determine a material's suitability for each of these parameters.

These tests are defined in figure 3. This figure also indicates the two-tier screening approach that

was used in the interest of time and manpower. Initially, over 15 commercially available materials were

chosen for testing as possible candidate seal materials. These materials are shown in table 1. Materials

that were not commercially available at the time of testing were not considered as possible candidate

materials due to the extreme urgency under which this test program was conducted. Since there was such

a large number of possible candidate materials, it was determined that an initial screening level 1 would

be used to eliminate as many materials as possible at the beginning of the test phase. This would allow

for more extensive testing required in screening level 2. Viewing figure 3, it should be noted that the

tests shown did not occur in series, but instead were conducted in parallel in order to perform as many
different tests as possible in the shortest amount of time.
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Table 1. Candidate seal materials.

Matedal

V747 (V1115)

V835

Type

Fluorocarbon

Fluorocarbon

$383 Silicone

$604 Silicone

$650 Silicone

Composite Seal Fluorocarbon/silicone
L677 Fluorosilicone

E515

E592

E692

N304

Ethylene/propylene

Ethylene/propylene

Ethylene/propylene
Nitrile

Supplier

Parker

Parker

Parker

Parker

Parker

Hunger
Parker

Parker

Parker

Parker

Parker

N602 Nitrile Parker

N 1084 Nitrile Parker

Arctic Nitrile TM Nitrile Cameron

Eypel-F Polyphosphazene Ethyl

In figure 3, the tests called resiliency and dynamic pressurization were aimed at determining the

materials' performance characteristics in simulated RSRM environments. The tests defined as a com-

pression set were performed in order to ascertain how much permanent set the O-ring material would

retain after a compressive load was released. The tests defined as "'elevated temp seal tests" were per-
formed to determine the material's performance at elevated temperatures (>500 °F). The tests labeled

splice joint assessment dealt with the inherent integrity of the splice joints that are used to manufacture

the RSRM O-rings. All other tests listed in figure 3 are self-explanatory. All tests listed in this figure

will be discussed in the following pages except for the work performed in assessment of the splice joint

and molded O-rings. These will not be discussed due to the proprietary data involved with each.

All of the above testing can be broken down into three main areas: (1) characterization of inher-

ent physical properties of the materials, (2) testing to determine the O-ring materials' sealing ability

using high-pressure testing apparatus, and (3) testing to determine the resiliency of the material. Each of
these three areas will be addressed with additional details given on the specific testing performed and

some results of these tests. All of the work cited herein was performed by personnel from the

Nonmetallic Materials Division at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). A parallel testing effort

was also performed by Morton Thiokol, Inc. However, due to the importance of the results of these tests,

all tests were run independently.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

One of the very first areas of consideration in investigating the properties of seal materials is the

inherent physical properties that the materials possess. Testing deemed to be important in this test pro-

gram were thermal characterization, mechanical properties, and grease compatibility.
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Testing on the thermal characterization of the materials was done to determine the glass transi-

tion point and the temperature of decomposition of 13 materials. Also included in a type of thermal
characterization were the high-temperature capabilities of several materials.

Glass transition point testing was performed utilizing both DSC and TMA test techniques. Table

2 lists the glass transition points for several of the seal materials. 1 Table 3 lists the onset of thermal

decomposition. 1

Table 2. Glass-transition temperature for alternate seal materials.

Materials

Fluorel/V747-75

MFC/V835-75

Silicone/S383-70
Silicone/S604-70

Silicone/S650-70

FS/L677-70

Nitrile/N304-75

Nitrile/N602-70
Arctic Nitrile TM

Camlast

EP/E515-80

EP/E529-60

EP/E692-70

Glass-Transition (°F)

Method

DSC

7

-18

-155
--40

-143

-83

-62

-53
-60

-4

-63

-63
-58

Expansion
Probe

12

-17

-168

-89

-65

-58

-67

-9

-76

-76

-33

Penetration

_o_

-15

-155

-36

-141

-74

-58

--45

-58

-6

-62

-62

-62

Table 3. Decomposition onset temperature for alternate seal materials.

Onset Temperature,
Materials °C (°F)

Fluorel/V747-75

MFC/V835-75

Silicone/S383-70

466

456

516

Silicone/S604-70 497

Silicone/S650-70 504

FS/L677-70 483

Nitrile/N304-75

Nitrile/N602-70

Arctic Nitrile TM

Camlast

EP/E515-80

EP/E529-60

EP/E692-70

444

447

442

446

458

458

456

(871)

(853)

(961)

(927)

(939)

(901)

(831)

(837)

(828)

(835)

(856)
(856)

(853)
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Oneimportant consideration for any potential O-ring material is its ability to be compatible with

the lubrication used on the seal itself. In the RSRM's, Conoco HD-2 grease is used as both an anticorro-

sion agent for the D6AC steel cases, as well as a lubricant for the elastomeric seals. This Conoco grease

offers extremely good corrosion protection to the RSRM cases, but is a detriment in leak checking the

elastomeric seals due to its very high viscosity at room temperature. A search was made to find a

replacement for this grease; however, no suitable replacement was found. Thus, any elastomeric seal

used in the RSRM's had to be compatible with this petroleum-based Conoco HD-2 grease.

To establish this grease compatibility, or lack thereof, a series of tests was performed. Typically,

the test methodology utilized grease exposure per ASTM D471-79 to determine such parameters as

volume swell, dimension change, and Shore A hardness change. Each test was performed with at least

three samples. A small length of O-ring or a small button of rubber sheet stock was used for testing. The

sample was coated with grease by hand or was totally immersed in the grease. Samples were stored at

either 75 or 120 °F for periods of 14 days up to 180 days. Figures 4 and 5 show the results for some of
the materials tested in this test series. 2 In general, the test results indicate that the candidate materials

generally fell into three categories: (1) those greatly affected by the grease--the ethylene/propylenes, (2)

those that were still compatible but displayed measurable property change--the silicones and nitriles,

and (3) those that were only slightly affected--the fluorocarbons and the fluorosilicone materials. The

gross incompatibility of the ethylene/propylene materials with the Conoco grease led to their being

dropped from any further consideration as potential replacement materials.

It was also found that the grease absorption associated with silicone $650-70 and Arctic Nitrile TM

materials resulted in the accumulation of a sticky, nonlubricating residue on the O-ring surface. Further

investigation into this residue revealed that it was caused by the lower molecular weight fractions of the

grease preferentially migrating into the O-ring, thereby leaving the higher molecular weight fractions
and other additives to collect on the surface.

Testing for mechanical properties was performed on six elastomeric seal materials. Desirable

mechanical properties for an O-ring in the RSRM included high tensile strength, low modulus, insensi-

tivity to both low and high temperatures, high contact loading in compression, and high damage toler-
ance.

Tensile testing was performed on 2-ft lengths of the elastomer cord stock and was performed at

10 in/min until the rubber ruptured. Testing was performed on virgin material and on rubber pieces in

which a 0.01-in deep cut has been purposefully placed. Compressive load-deflection tests were per-

formed on O-rings made from the rubber cord stock. Each specimen was deflected at 0.05 in/min until a

metal-to-metal condition was obtained. Loads were then calculated as load per linear inch. Tear

strengths were determined according to ASTM D624. Tests were run at 10 in/min until rupture and test

strengths were calculated as ultimate load divided by specimen thickness. 3

The results of the tensile strength testing are shown in figure 6. 3 The tested materials seem to

congregate into two groups. The fluorocarbons and nitriles have a significantly higher tensile strength
than the silicones and fluorosilicones.

Load-deflection testing of the materials at 75 °F and 0.052 in of deflection indicated that the

fluorocarbon materials and the Arctic Nitrile TM material were the stiffest materials (fig. 7). 3 At 25 °F, the
harder materials exhibited the greatest loads, and all materials showed greater stiffness at the lower tem-

peratures. One interesting test point to note is the very large increase in compressive load of the V747-75

6
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fluorocarbon material at the lower temperature. This can be attributed to the fact that the test temperature

(25 °F) is close to this material's glass transition temperature.

The damage susceptibility of the O-ring materials can be assessed by the results of the three tests
of (1) tear strength, (2) flawed tensile strength, and (3) assembly damage. Figure 8 shows that the

fluorocarbons and nitriles have greater tear resistance than the silicone or fluorosilicone materials. 3 The

tear strength of the silicone $650-70 material is higher than what is usually noted for commercially
available silicone materials.

200-

Z

...I

a:-
D--

Z
w
rr

o3
rr
<
W

100-

-

V747-75 V835-75 $650-70 L677-70 N602-70 A. NITRILE

MATERIAL

Figure 8. Tear strengths at 75 °F.

Testing was performed on O-ring cord stock material to assess the tear strengths of the material.

Tests were performed per ASTM D624 methodology. Tests were run at l0 in/min until rupture, and tear

strength was calculated as ultimate load divided by specimen thickness. The results of the flawed tensile

strength are shown in figure 9. 3 The nitrile N602-70 materials performed best, while the fluorosilicone
material had the least flawed tensile strength.

The O-ring materials were also tested for installation damage tolerance utilizing the test fixture,

designed by Dr. Jerry Patterson as seen in figure 10, that attempts to simulate an RSRM field joint
during installation operations. 3 The simulated tang was forced into the simulated clevis at 0.05 in/min,

both with and without the Conoco HD-2 grease present.

The results of the assembly damage testing showed the importance of lubrication on the O-ring

materials during assembly. All of the tests (except one) performed with ungreased materials resulted in

damage to the material during assembly. All of the tests (except one) performed with greased materials

did not yield any damaged materials. Both of the exceptions were with the modified fluorocarbon
V835-75 materials. 3

9
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Anotherareaof testinginvolvedtheperformanceof compression set testing. One of the basic

viscoelastic properties of elastomer or rubber materials is a significant relaxation with time in response

to an applied stress. In the RSRM joint configuration, the O-ring is under constant strain for a period of

up to 180 days until a gap opening occurs during motor pressurization. During this constant strain

(compression), the O-ring will slowly relax, resulting in a decrease in the stress state. A portion of this

deformation is nonrecoverable, and this portion is referred to as compression set. This factor of com-

pression set has a direct effect on the rate of dimensional recovery of the seal, particularly in a condition

such as that in an RSRM field joint. 4

The testing performed on several materials for the compression set utilized ASTM D385 test

techniques. The methodology for determining compression set (as a percentage) is shown in figure 11.4

While this testing did give an indication of the overall compression set that a material might acquire over

a long period of time, it was not sufficient to determine the adequacy of the material' s response to
RSRM joint opening conditions (<0.600 s). Other test methods were devised to evaluate the material's

response over this short time transient and will be discussed later.

To= ORIGINAL THICKNESS

"re= COMPRESSED THICKNESS

Tr = RECOVERED THICKNESS

PERCENT SET = (To- Tr)/(T o- Tc_ xlO0

DEFLECTION = To- To

COMPRESSION SET -- To - Tr

Figure 11. Compression set test methodology.

One unique set of tests that was performed on several of the elastomeric O-ring materials was to
test the materials to their upper temperature limits. The five materials tested were:

(1) Fluorocarbon V747-75

(2) Arctic Nitrile TM

(3) Modified fluorocarbon V835-75

(4) Silicone $650-70

(5) Fluorosilicone L677-70.

In this test series, the hardware consisted of a steel plug with two O-ring grooves, a pressure port,

and four thermocouple ports. The O-rings were installed into their grooves and then the cylinder was

placed into a cylinder housing with four thermocouple ports. A carbon steel plug with a V2-in hole was

11



addedto thebottomof the plug to minimize the amount of flame impingement on the inside of the inner

cylinder. This provided "nore uniform temperature readings between the cylinder thermocouples and the

housing thermocouples.

Two types of tests were performed using this fixture. The ftrst test series was performed as a

"heat-to-failure" type of test. In this test series, a light coat of Conoco grease was applied to the O-rings

and O-ring glands. The O-tings were then installed into the fixture. The fixtures were assembled so that

a 0.02-in initial gap existed at the two O-rings (approximately 17-percent squeeze on the O-rings).

Thermocouples and pressure lines were then connected to the test hardware. A leak check was then per-

formed on the system using 1,100 lb/in 2 gauge. After the successful leak check, a pressure of 1,000

lb/in 2 gauge was placed between the O-tings. The fixture was then heated from the bottom with an

oxygen/acetylene torch at a rate of approximately 5 ° per second. The pressure between the O-rings was

monitored for signs of leakage past the O-rings during heating. Heating was continued until the 1,000

lb/in 2 gauge began to leak past the O-rings.

The failure temperature of the O-rings was determined by analysis of the thermocouple readings

closest to the point of failure visually noted in the bottom O-ring. The bottom O-ring was the site of the

failure in all tests. Also, the metal temperature on the inner side of the gland was cooler than the metal

temperature on the outside of the gland. Therefore, in an effort to be conservative, the failure tempera-

ture was noted as the cooler, inside metal temperature in relation to the thermocouple nearest the failure

point. If the failure did not occur precisely at a thermocouple location, the failure temperature was
derived from interpolation between the two closest inner thermocouple locations, s

The second test series was a "constant temperature" type test. The fixture was heated to 500, 600,
or 700 °F and held for 260 s. The oxygen/acetylene flame was extinguished before the test temperature

was reached. However, the fixture temperature continued to climb until the test temperature was
reached. The test temperature (+10 °F) was then maintained for 260 s. After the end of the 260-s hold,

the fixture was cooled with nitrogen gas. If a material did not fail at the first test temperature (500 °F), it

was then tested at the next test temperature (600 °F, etc.).

In the heat-to-failure testing, three tests were conducted with each material. Heating rates and

failure points were repeatable within these three runs. Testing revealed two distinct events during the

temperature rise. The first point noted was at an elevated temperature (420 to 575 °F) at which the first

sign of fire from the fixture was noted. This was believed to have possibly been the Conoco grease ignit-

ing. The second point was the temperature at which the pressure blew past the seals. Typically, there was

a 10- to 20-s time delta between the two events, corresponding to a temperature rise of 50 to 100 °F.

In order to test the theory that the grease was serving as an ignition source, two tests were con-

ducted using ungreased fluorocarbon O-rings. Results from these two tests did not differ significantly
from the other tests. The possibility exists that once the O-rings reach a certain elevated temperature and

pressure, volatiles are driven off from the O-rings. The volatiles are then ignited by the oxygen/acetylene
flame.

An approximate failure temperature was found by visually noting the point of failure on the

O-ring and correlating this to the nearest thermocouples. However, this is only an approximate failure

temperature. To more clearly ascertain the true O-ring temperature at failure, hypodermically injected

thermocouples were used. These thermocouples were inserted into several fluorocarbon V747-75 test

O-rings and the test-to-failure tests were repeated. Results from these tests indicate that the O-ring
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temperature at failure was in fact bounded by the inner and outer thermocouples at the location of
failure. Results from this test series are summarized in table 4. 6

Table 4. Hot O-ring test data (average of three runs per material).

Time to First Temperature to Time to Blowout Temperature at Heating Rate
Material Flame (s) Vtrst Flame (°F) (°F) Blowout (OF) (°F/s)

Arctic Nitrile* 86 506 103 590 5.3

Nitrile N602-70 88 510 99 562 4.9

Silicone $650-70 77 462 93 546 5.5

Viton V747-75 106 575 111 601 5.5

Fluorosilicone L677-70 81 421 96 513 6.3

*2 runs

In the series of tests called "constant temperature," more emphasis was placed on investigating

the degree of damage that occurred to the elastomeric seal material during exposure to elevated tempera-

tures. Effects studied were extrusion, internal/external damage, permanent set, and sealability. Also, the

temperatures at which the pressure blew past the O-tings were noted. Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 detail the
results of these tests.

Table 5. Test temperature, 500 °F, 260 s.

Extrusion (mils)

Internal cracking

Surface damage

Permanent set (percent)

Seal

*Occurred at the Hydrapak joint.
fTwo tests.

N602 V835t V747 AN L677 S650

40

No

No

69

Yes

None

Yes*

Yes*

9

Yes

None

No

No

3

Yes

5

No

No

42

Yes

25

Yes

Yes

2

Yes

35

No

Yes

1

Yes

Table 6. Test temperature, 600 °F, 260 s.

L677_ S650t V835§V747 AN

None 30

Yes Yes

Yes* No

12 100

Yes Yes

Extrusion

Internal cracks

Surface damage

Permanent set (percent)

Seal

*Occurred at the Hydrapak joint

t-Due to extreme damage, exact extrusion amounts not determined

50t

Yes

Yes

10

No

50t

Yes

Yes

32

No

1:Two test
§One test

None

Yes

Yes

16

Yes
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Table 7. Test temperature, 700 °F, 260 s.

V747t AN V835"

Extrusion (mils)

Internal cracks

Surface damage

Permanent set (percent)

Seal

Yes

Yes

81

No

40_:

Yes

Yes

100

No

Yes

Yes

46

No

*One test

tTwo tests

_:Due to extreme damage, exact extrusion amounts not determined

Table 8. Approximate failure points.

Silicone S650 T = 635 °F 66 s into 600 °F hold

Fluorosilicone L677 T = 645 °F 55 s into 600 °F hold

Modified fluorocarbon V835 T = 660 °F Before 700 °F hold reached

Arctic Nitrile T = 663 °F Before 700 °F hold reached

Viton V747 T = 712 °F 178 s into 700 °F hold

At 500 °F, all the materials tested sealed for 260 s. The two nitrile materials, N602 and Arctic

Nitrile, showed very high amounts of permanent set. Due to grease absorption problems discovered in

parallel with this test series, the N602 was dropped from further testing. The silicone, fluorosilicone, and
modified fluorocarbon materials all exhibited signs of external damage. Internal cracking was also noted
in the fluorosilicone material. External and internal damage that occurred in the modified fluorocarbon

material was limited to the area of the splice joint. The tested O-rings all had one splice joint made by

Hydrapak, Inc. Due to the problems associated with the splice joint in the modified fluorocarbon
material in this test and other tests, the splicing process was improved.

At the 600 °F test temperature, the fluorosilicone and silicone materials failed approximately 55
to 60 s into the test. Both materials exhibited large amounts of extrusion, as well as internal and external

damage. The silicone material showed a moderate amount of permanent set, while the fluorosilicone

exhibited only a small amount of set. The two fluorocarbon materials and the Arctic Nitrile material did

seal throughout the 260-s hold. All three materials, however, did show signs of internal damage. The
Arctic Nitrile material exhibited an almost 100-percent permanent set, while the two fluorocarbon

materials showed only small amounts of set.

For the testing performed at 700 °F, none of the materials successfully sealed throughout the

260-s hold period. The modified fluorocarbon and Arctic Nitrile material failed at approximately 660 °F

(during the temperature rise up to 700 °F). The fluorocarbon V747 material failed 178 s into the 260-s
hold at 700 °F. All three materials showed significant extrusion and internal/external damage. The

Arctic Nitrile material once again showed 100-percent set. The baseline fluorocarbon V747 material also

exhibited very high set, while the modified fluorocarbon exhibited only a moderate amount of set. The
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ShoreA hardnessof thetwo fluorocarbonmaterialsshowed little change after testing. The hardness of

the Arctic Nitrile material, however, increased approximately 20 percent. 7

DYNAMIC TESTING

In addition to the basic material properties type testing, additional tests were being performed to

determine the sealability of various O-ring materials in simulated RSRM field joint conditions. In order

to screen the candidate O-ring materials, test f'Lxmres were designed that would, as practically as
possible, duplicate the actual sealing environment of an RSRM field joint. The fLxtures that were manu-

factured had to be capable of varying the amount of gap opening that was imposed on the test O-tings
and had to be able to apply pressure to the O-rings at various times. United States Patent 5,000,033 has

been assigned to this fixture design.

The basic design that was chosen to test the various O-ring materials is shown in figure 12. The
fixture consisted of three basic parts: a bottom housing (piston), an inner "cone," and a top "hat." The

piston walls and the cone walls were cut so that both were at a 15 ° angle but were parallel to each other

when assembled. The cone portion of the fixture had three O-ring glands in which O-ring materials

TEST
O-RING

-__ HYDRAULIC

ACTUATOR

I
i

I "NT
TRANSDUCER

O-RING

LEAK CHECK PORT

PRIMARY O-RING

PRESSURIZATION
PORT

Figure 12. Dynamic cold gas pressurization test fixture.
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wereinstalled.ThetestO-ring wasinstalledto holdanypressurethatwentpastthefirst two O-rings.
Thefirst two O-ringglandsweremanufacturedsuchthatthebottom of the gland was parallel to the

sealing surface. The cone was attached to a hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder was used to actuate the
piston, thereby producing a radial gap opening at the O-rings, as well as an axial gap movement. The

total magnitude and rate of the gap opening was controlled by a Cyber Systems profile generator.

Pressure application could be varied in terms of magnitude, rate, and placement with respect to the gap

opening. Pressure transducers monitored supply pressure and any blow-by past the first O-ring. The

fixture contained five thermocouples to monitor temperatures of the O-ring during thermal conditioning

and during actual testing. 8

By controlling the hydraulic cylinder, several different gap opening conditions were examined.

As more knowledge was gained from actual RSRM hardware measurements, more refined versions of

gap opening curves were used. Pressurization curves used were head-end motor pressure traces taken

from actual flight motors. Toward the end of the testing program, a more conservative 3-sigma pres-

surization curve was employed.

The fixture was designed to the O-ring gland dimensions that were being used at the time of the

fixture construction. Consequently, the fnst test fixture was constructed with the primary O-ring gland

0.209-0.216 in deep, by 0.360-0.370 in wide, with a 20 ° slope on the front side of the O-ring gland.

Small "scallops" were manufactured circumferentially on the cone ahead of the primary O-ring gland.

These scallops were to allow pressure to reach the first O-ring more readily.

As the redesign effort continued, a new plug was made to test the gland designs. This new plug

was manufactured, and it eliminated the scallops, decreased the front side gland angle from 20 ° to 0-5 ° ,

and increased the gland width to 0.375-0.380 in.

As testing progressed, a larger fixture (fig. 13) was built using the same basic features as the one

described above. This new fixture had a diameter of approximately 12 in compared with the smaller 4.5-

in fixture described above. This fixture further updated the gland design such that the gland width was

reduced to 0.355-0.360 in. This change was made to minimize any effects of circumferential flow in the

gland while at the same time not allowing the gland to be more than 90 percent filled by the O-ring. This

90-percent fill requirement was imposed to assure that a basic contractual requirement was met. This

requirement says that the O-ring and sealing system must accommodate pressure assistance. The

terminology of pressure assistance was coined to describe the physical act whereby, if pressure reaches

the seal, the pressure serves to aid the O-ring in its ability to seal. To meet this requirement, the O-ring

cannot touch on all three sides of the gland walls and the sealing surface simultaneously. Analysis has

shown that if the O-ring is touching on all four sides and pressure reaches the O-ring during the gap

opening sequence, the O-ring will be inhibited from sealing due to the pressure acting on the

O-ring. On the other hand, if the gland is designed such that the O-ring is only touching on three sides
(one of which is the surface that is moving radially away from the O-ring), then the pressure will serve

to actuate the O-ring into a sealing position.

Although there were many variations on the subject parameters of testing, some of the most basic
test procedures remained constant from test to test. Prior to O-ring installation, the test fixture was

cleaned with a solvent and allowed to dry. The fixture was then inspected to insure cleanliness. A light

coat of Conoco HD-2 grease was applied to the O-ring gland, and the O-rings were lightly greased.

Following O-ring installation, the plug/hydraulic cylinder was installed into the housing, facility plumb-

ing connected, and transducers and thermocouples installed. 9
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Figure 13. Dynamic cold gas pressurization test fixture.

After installation of the O-rings and assembly of the fixture, the plug was adjusted to verify that
the O-ring gap was the same as specified by the test requirements. A leak check/seating procedure was

then performed. This procedure allowed the system to be checked for any leakage that would represent
an O-ring that had been damaged or the presence of any large contaminants. This procedure could also

be altered to place the first O-ring in different positions in the gland.

Following this leak check procedure, the O-rings were conditioned to the required test tempera-

ture. For subambient conditions, liquid nitrogen was used to cool the fixture/O-rings. For elevated tem-

peratures, a resistance type heating strip was used to warm the fixture. Typically, the fixture/O-rings

were maintained within +2 °F of the specified temperature for 15 min after the temperature of the fixture

had stabilized at the required temperature. Once these conditions had been met, a test was performed.

The initial tests of the various O-ring materials were performed to ascertain the materials' per-
formance as a function of decreasing temperatures. The O-ring materials were subjected to two types of

testing. The first condition assumed that the gap opening at the O-ring occurred at the same time as the
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O-ringwasbeingpressurized.Thesecondconditiontook into accountthephenomenoncalled"case
rounding" thatwasthoughtto exist in theoriginalsolidrocketmotor(SRM)design.This phenomenon
assumedacertainamountof ovality in theSRMcasesbeforemotor ignition. As theinternalmotorpres-
surereachedapproximately50 to 150lb/in2gauge,themotorcasessuddenlybecameconcentric.This
motioncreatedavery rapidgapopeningattheO-rings.

Thefirst setof teststhatwasperformeddealtwith theO-ring's ability to tracka gap opening

condition under "case rounding" conditions. In these tests, 50 lb/in 2 gauge was placed on the front side

of the primary O-ring. After approximately 100 ms of exposure to 50 lb/in 2 gauge, the hydraulic piston

was commanded to raise the cone, thereby opening the gap. Gap opening was performed as quickly as

the equipment would allow (approximately 15 to 20 in/min). The initial gap at the first O-ring was

essentially zero (metal-to-metal), while the final gap was a test parameter and varied from 2, 6, 10, 14,

and 18 mils. Figure 14 shows the results from the tests in which the final gap was 18 mils.

All of the materials tested demonstrated an ability to seal the gap opening at ambient tempera-

tures (70 to 80 °F). As the test temperature decreased, some of the materials could not effectively seal.

Testing on the ethylene/propylene E692 material was discontinued during this test series due to severe

grease absorption problems discovered in other test efforts. Testing was also discontinued on the silicone
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Figure 14. Rounding test results.
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$604-70dueto theO-ringbeingsusceptibleto damagecausedby O-ringextrusioninto thegapduring
testing.

Thesecondsetof testsinvolvedsimultaneouslypressurizingtheO-ringasthegapwasopened.
Figure15showsthetypicalcurvesusedfor thesetests.Resultsfrom thesetestsareshownin figure 16.
Theseresultsindicatethat,in thispressurizationmode,all materialseffectivelysealeddown to tempera-
turesof 35 °F.
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Figure 15. Gap opening and pressure rise versus time.
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Figure 16. Pressurization test results.

Additional testing continued with the implementation of larger test fixtures. Tests were per-
formed to evaluate parameters such as the effects of delayed pressurization on the O-ring sealing ability

and the effect of the O-ring position in the gland on the sealing ability of the O-ring. One stringent

requirement that the O-ring had to meet was that it had to seal at twice the maximum expected gap

opening rate. This requirement was used to formulate the gap opening curves for both dynamic testing as

well as all resiliency testing.

The next series of tests was performed using the larger piston cone fixture. The first two series of

tests were performed to investigate if there were any effects of scaling up from the 4.5-in fixture to the

larger fixtures. The fin'st set of tests performed was the "rounding" tests as described previously. Results
seen from these tests essentially duplicated the results seen in the 4.5-in rounding tests. The next set of

tests performed was the pressurization type tests also previously described. Once again the results from

the tests using the larger fixture were basically the same as those for the smaller fixture. 1°

The emphasis of testing then shifted to the determination of the effects of the O-ring position in

the gland prior to pressurization. In this series, the O-ring was either placed at the correct "in position"

or at the "out of position." These terms describe the O-ring's position in the gland relative to the pressur-

ization direction. Figure 17 shows the orientation of the O-ring in the gland in both of these positions.

When the ()-ring is "in" position, it is at the same side of the O-ring gland before pressure acts on the

O-ring as it will be after pressure acts on the O-ring.
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An "'in" position test was defined as fn'st introducing 100 lb/in 2 gauge between the O-rings, hold-

ing this pressure for 5 min, then reducing pressure to zero. Next, 100 lb/in 2 gauge was introduced up-

stream of the primary O-ring, held for 5 min to once again check for leakage, and then reduced to zero.

An "'out-of-position'" test was defined by the same methods as lbr the "in" position except that, tbllow-
ing the venting of the 100 lb/in 2 gauge between the t_st and second O-rings, no pressure was introduced

upstream of the primary O-ring. This left the t-u'st O-ring in the "incorrect" sealing position in the O-ring
gland.

Since the volume behind the Eu'st O-ring was being monitored for any sign of blow-by, it was

decided to investigate what effects would be seen by the l_st O-ring, "out-of-position," moving the

gland as it was pressurized, and what effects the gap opening would have on this volume.

In the t-u'st series of tests, the gap at the first O-ring was held constant, and the first "out-of-

position" O-ring was slowly pressurized so that the compression of the volume between the O-rings

could be quantified. The results of these tests, seen in figure 18, indicate that, on average, the pressure

rise between the O-rings was approximately 1.5 to 2.0 lb/in 2 gauge. These tests also showed that at

approximately 20 lb/in 2 gauge the O-ring had begun to move across the gland. Recent tests performed

by Morton Thiokol with full-scale RSRM hardware have shown that approximately 30 to 50 lb/in 2

gauge is needed to actuate the O-rings.
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Thenextseriesof tests was performed whereby the gap was opened with no pressure applied to
the O-rings, and the pressure in the volume between the first and second O-rings was monitored. Figure

19 shows the linear pressure drop versus gap opening (initial gap 0.004 in, final gap 0.016 in).
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Testing for the effects of O-ring placement in the gland was performed using three different gap
opening conditions: (1) gap opening from 14 to 27 mils at 9 in/min, (2) gap opening from 4 to 16 mils at

9 in/min, and (3) gap opening from 4 to 16 mils at 18 in/min. Testing was performed with the fluoro-

carbon V747-75, Arctic Nitrile, and silicone $650-70 materials. A pressure of 30 lb/in 2 gauge was

placed in front of the primary O-ring 100 ms prior to gap movement. A standard pressurization curve

was then applied simultaneously with the specified gap opening conditions.

The results of these test series were that the position of the O-ring in the gland did not signifi-

cantly affect its sealing ability. This is not to say that the sealing ability could not be affected by posi-

tion. It can be hypothesized that, if the sealing surface had an imperfection or if a piece of contamination

existed in the sealing system, it could be possible that the O-ring could move over this flaw (or contami-

nant) and leak as it was translating across the gland. General results indicated that the silicone material

successfully sealed at -25 °F, the Arctic Nitrile successfully sealed at 0 °F, and the fluorocarbon
V747-75 material did seal at ambient (70 to 80 °F) conditions but failed some of the tests at 50 °F.
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After the tests described previously had been completed, standardized gap opening and pres-

surization curves were formulated. The gap opening curve that was derived was based on the expected

gap opening at the primary O-ring in the RSRM field joint. Using the expected gap opening, a safety

factor of 2 was applied to both the total magnitude of gap opening and to the gap opening rate (fig. 20).

Thus, the O-ring was required to seal twice the expected gap opening at twice the expected gap opening

rate. This gap opening curve is referred to as the "2X,2X gap opening curve." Analysis indicated that the

maximum gap opening the O-ring might experience was 0.009 in. Therefore, the total magnitude of gap

opening was 0.018 in. The largest initial gap was predicted to be 0.014 in. Thus, in the next series of
tests, the gap was opened from 0.014 in to 0.032 inches in 0.6 s. Pressurization occurred simultaneously

with gap opening. Initial testing began at 69 °F, at which point the O-ring successfully sealed. The test

temperature then decreased to 50 °F. Testing continued at decreasing temperature increments of 5 °F

until the O-ring began to fail. The f'trst indications of blow-by occurred at 40 °F. The test temperature
was then raised back to the last passing temperature, 45 °F, and the tests repeated. At 45 °F, the O-rings

did successfully seal. 11
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Figure 20. Predicted SRM field joint gap opening versus time.

To assess the effects of pressure assistance, several tests were performed where only 10 lb/in 2

gauge was placed in front of the O-ring instead of the full 1,000 Ib/in 2 gauge used in the simultaneous

pressurization tests. Under these conditions, the failure point increased from 40 to 45 °F. Evidently, the

higher pressure was slightly assisting the O-ring sealing ability.

A final group of tests was performed to assess the effects of delayed pressurization on the sealing

ability of the fluorocarbon O-rings. In the current RSRM field and nozzle-to-case joint designs, it is

possible that the O-rings could be pressurized after the initial pressure transient. Testing was restricted to
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atemperaturerangeof 65 to 130°F.A slight modificationwasmadeto thegapopeningcurveto
accommodatetheworstcase3-sigmapressurizationcurve.A smallnumberof testswerealsoperformed
with themodified fluorocarbonV835,fluorosiliconeL677, anda compositesilicone/VitonO-ring.

The minimuminitial gappredictedattheO-ringswas0.004in. Thefirst roundof testingutilized
thisminimuminitial gapalongwith thenew2X,2X gapopeningcurveandtesttemperaturesof 75 to
120°F.Thepoint of pressureinitiation wasatfirst simultaneouswith thebeginningof thegapopening.
Theeffectsof delayedpressurizationweretheninvestigatedbydelayingthepressureapplicationpoints
until finally theapplicationof pressurewasapproximately1safterthegapopeningbegan.The
fluorocarbonO-ringssealedunderall testconditions.Theothermaterialstestedalsosealedsuccessfully
underareducedtestingschedule.

Thenextroundof testsinvolvedthemaximuminitial gap,0.014in, andthe2X,2X gapopening
curve.Onceagain,pressureapplicationwasdelayedup to 1s.ThefluorocarbonO-ringsandtheother
materialstested,excludingthecompositeO-ring,sealedsuccessfully.

ThecompositeO-ringhadan innercoreof silicone(ShoreA hardnessof 50) andanoutercover
of Viton (ShoreA hardnessof 78).Thethicknessof theViton coverwas0.043in. Thefirst testper-
formedon thisO-ring at theconditionsdescribeddirectly abovewassuccessful.However,in thenext
threetests,blow-bypasttheO-ringwasnoted.Upondisassemblyof thefixture,theouterViton cover
wasfound to besplit open.Theinnercoreof siliconehadbecomedebondedfrom theoutercover.The
elevatedtemperatureof 120°F apparentlyhadadetrimentaleffecton thebondingagentbetweenthe
two materials.Testingwasdiscontinuedonthismaterialafterthesetests._2

Oneof the last testseriesinvolvedthedeterminationof thecombinedeffectsof temperature,
pressuredelay,andO-ringpositionin theglandon thesealingability of thefluorocarbonO-rings.
Approximately500testswereperformedto completethis matrix.Testtemperaturesrangedfrom 65 to
130°F.Pressureapplicationpointsrangedfrom simultaneouswith gapopeningto a 1-sdelayafter gap
openinginitiated.Onceagain,theeffectof anO-ringoutof positionversusin positionwasinvestigated.
Underall testvariables,thefluorocarbonO-ringswereableto sealwith noblow-by.

Thefinal setof testsconductedaddressedthefactorof extendedamountof compressiontime
thatanO-ringsealmightexperience.Extendedcompressiontimesallow thefull effectsof compression
setto berealizedandanypossibleeffectsof agingor greaseinteraction.

To determinetheeffectsof long-termcompressiononO-ringperformance,specializedtestfix-
turesweremanufactured(90M08700)andlong-termtestingwasperformedwith thefluorocarbon
V747-75material.Thetestfixturesmanufacturedwereof thesamegeneraldesignasthosementioned
previously.However,somechangeswereincorporatedthatallowedtheO-ringsto beundercompression
for extendedperiodsof time.Figure21showsthegeneraldesignof thesefixtures.

ThefluorocarbonO-ringswereplacedin thetestfixturesandstoredfor 180to 200days.After
leakcheckingtheO-rings,theywerethensubjectedto afield joint test.Thefield joint gapopening
curvewasbasedon themaximumexpectedgapopeningat theprimary/secondaryO-ringsealsin the
RSRMfield joint. Usingtheexpectedgapopeningcurve,a safetyfactorof 2 wasappliedto thetotal
magnitudeof gapopeningandto thegapopeningrate.Thiscurvealsoincorporatedtheworst-case
effectsof a 3-sigmahead-endmotorpressurizationrise.
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Figure 21. Long-term compression test fixture.

The fluorocarbon O-rings were tested at 75 °F after compression time of approximately 55, 92,

and 200 days. The O-tings used in this testing were under approximately 19.7- to 21.7-percent squeeze

and were stretched approximately 1.0 to 3.4 percent when seated in the O-ring gland. All of the O-rings

tested under these conditions sealed successfully.

Additional testing that was performed with these fixtures centered on the effects of small flaws

on the O-ring's performance. Three types of flaws (contaminants) were used, all with diameters of

approximately 0.002 in; a copper wire, a felt fiber, and a human hair. All contaminants were placed
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perpendicularacross the O-ring prior to assembly of the fixtures. Six contaminants of each type were
used in the test, for a total of 18 tests. Nine fixtures were assembled and compressed for approximately

90 to 110 days with the three types of flaws. Another nine fixtures were assembled and compressed for

180 days. The amount of compression on the O-rings ranged from 19.6 to 21.6 percent. A hard type of

flaw, such as a 2-mil copper wire, was readily detected during leak checks and also caused the O-rings to

leak during pressurization tests. Softer types of flaws, such as a human hair, yielded more ambiguous
results. 13

RESILIENCY TESTING

During the redesign of the SRM's, it became apparent that there were no useful data available

regarding the performance of elastomeric seals in very short time periods (<1 s) for applications in

which the O-ring was sealing a surface that was moving radially away from the seal. In order to provide

this critical data, a test series was established to determine the elastomeric seals' resiliency properties.

This concept of resiliency is attached to the seal's ability to dimensionally recover in both magnitude
and rate from an initial compressive strain. _4

Two types of resiliency testing were performed under the direction of Dr. R.G. Clinton. The first

was known as "free resiliency." This testing involved compressing the elastomer seal a known amount

for a known length of time and then very quickly removing the compressive load. The recovery of the

O-ring was then tracked as it freely recovered. Although this testing did provide very useful data for

initial screening tests, a more sophisticated type of test was developed. This testing was referred to as

controlled release testing wherein the sealing surface was moved through a controlled gap at a controlled

rate, accompanied by measurement of residual sealing load. With this type of testing, a very defined

amount of residual sealing force could be determined to exist after the O-ring experienced a simulated

field joint movement. The effects of long-term storage, amounts of initial compression, and temperature
on the O-ring's ability to seal could also be studied.

Controlled resiliency testing was performed to verify that the seals tested could meet the

requirements that (1) the seals would accommodate any structural deflection that occurs in the RSRM

joint, and (2) that the seals would be able to maintain sealing capability with twice the expected joint

displacement applied at twice the expected gap opening rate. The initial phase of testing began with the

O-ring compression set at 18 percent. This value was established through analysis using a combination

of worst-case conditions: the minimum O-ring cross-sectional diameter, the deepest allowable O-ring

groove, and the largest initial extrusion gap. Additional testing was also performed at 16.5-percent

squeeze in order to address the possibility of having reduced squeeze at the O-ring seals due to possible
rework areas within the O-ring gland or in the joint assembly itself. Further testing was also performed

at even smaller squeeze amounts to determine possible margin in the sealing performance. Also tested

were the effects of natural environments on the seal's ability to function properly. In all, the test program

was conducted using over 200 O-rings with compression times from 2 h to 360 days.

The list of candidate materials had been narrowed to three by the time this testing commenced.
The three materials were fluorocarbon V747-75, silicone $650-70, and modified fluorocarbon V835-75.

All O-rings tested were manufactured by Hydrapak, Inc., to RSRM specifications, and all included at
least one splice joint. The O-rings manufactured had an inside diameter of 3.625 in and a cross-sectional

diameter of 0.290 in. Each O-ring's cross-sectional diameter was dimensionally analyzed using a Zygo
laser micrometer to ensure proper dimensions were met.
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Figure 22. Resiliency test fixture.

The O-ring test fixtures that were built to perform the controlled release testing are depicted in

figure 22. Two primary assemblies comprised the complete test fixture. The fast was the storage fixture

in which the O-ring was compressed, stored, and finally tested. The second was the test frame which was
connected to the MTS machine, and into which the storage fixture was mounted.

The storage fixture consisted of four basic parts: base plate, top plate, shims, and a face place

("donut"). An O-ring groove of precise RSRM dimensions was machined into the base plate and con-

mined the actual test O-ring.

A light film of Conoco grease was applied to the O-ring, groove, and the face of the donut. The

O-ring was then placed in the groove and the donut placed on the O-ring. Shims, as needed, were then

installed, and the top plate was bolted to the base plate. The fixtures were then stored in the prescribed

environment for the requisite length of time.
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Prior to testing,acalibrationprocedurewasperformedto assuretheaccuracy and consistency of

the test. The key to the procedure was to verify that parallelism was maintained in the setup. Extremely

tight manufacturing tolerances of each element in the test setup helped to ensure parallelism, but a

pretest to double check the parallelism postassembly was deemed necessary due to the criticality of the

fixture alignment on test results.

The test fixtures were instrumented with an extensometer, two clip gauges, and two thermo-

couples. The clip gauges monitored the gap opening, and the extensometer measured the O-ring dynamic

recovery during the test. The DEC PEP 11/23 computer system was used for control and data acquisi-
tion.

The most critical result of this test series was the determination that the material baselined for

usage in the RSRM (the fluorocarbon V747-75) was able to maintain a positive sealing load when tested

at 75 °F after 360 days of compression (and an initial compression of 18 percent). Figure 23 is a plot of

the data recorded during this testing that supports this conclusion. 14 Each data point is an average of

three individual controlled load tests at the conditions described directly above. A logarithmic equation
of the form Yi = a*(Xh+ error was used to fit the experimental data. 14 Extrapolation of the curve to a

720-day end point indicates that retention of a positive sealing load after 2 years of compression could
be expected.
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Figure 23. Long-term load/recovery for V1115, 75 °F, various percent compressions.

Testing was also performed at initial compression levels of 16.5, 15, and 12 percent. Results

indicate that at 16.5- and 15-percent initial compression, some positive sealing loads were recorded after

compression times of 180 days. Data from tests conducted with 12-percent initial compression are

somewhat erratic, thus it could not be predicted reliably that a positive sealing load would be seen after
180 days of compression.

Testing was also performed with the fluorocarbon O-ring material to determine any possible

adverse effects that natural environments might have on the material's ability to seal. Two separate sets
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of environmentswereused.Thefirst wasthenaturalenvironmentat MSFC.Thefixtureswith their
compressedO-ringswereexposedto theoutsideambientenvironmentbutwereshelteredfrom direct
sunlightandrain for 360days.During thisyear-longperiod,themaximumtemperaturethatthefixtures
experiencedwas101°F, while theminimumtemperaturewas7 °F. Resultsfrom theseO-ringsunder-
going thesamecontrolledreleasetestingasmentionedpreviouslyshowedthat thesealsdid maintaina
positivesealingloadafter 360daysof compression.

Thesecondsetof environmentaltestinginvolvedsimulatingtheworst-caseenvironmentsthat
couldbeexpectedat KSC.Thethreehottestmonthsandthethreecoldestmonthswerechosenastest
conditions.Basedon historicalweatherdataandstatisticalanalysis,amodelwasderivedthatsimulated
99-percentileenvironmenttemperaturesfor the6 months.Thismodelledto thermalexcursionranging
from 61 to 95 °F for thehotmonthsand28 to 84°F for thecoldmonths.

Resultsfrom thecontrolledloadtestingof theO-ringsthathadundergonethis6 monthsof
conditioningrevealedthat after 180days,theO-ringsstill maintainedpositivesealingloads.

Testingperformedon theothertwosealmaterials,thesiliconeandmodified fluorocarbon,
showedthatbothmaterialsalsoretainedpositivesealingloadsaftercompressiontimesof 180days
(initial compression18percent).Figure24showsa comparisonof thetestresultsof thethree
materials.14
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CONCLUSIONS

The testing described in this report was performed so that the best performing materials would be

chosen to be in the RSRM joints, and that the chosen material would be highly characterized. Also, suf-

ficient test data had to exist so that it could be proven that the O-ring seals made from this material
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wouldalwaysmaintaina sealduringmotoroperation.Dueto thevastamountof testingdescribedhere,
andalsothatperformedby thecontractor,ampledataexistedto supportthechoosingof thefluorocarbon
V747-75materialastheO-ringsealmaterial.The designationof this fluorocarbonmaterialwaschanged
to V 1115-75dueto thestringentprocessqualitycontrolmeasuresthatwereimposedon themanufac-
turerof theO-ringseals.Nochangewasmadeto thematerialitself.

This report attemptsto synopsizethetestingthatwasinvolvedin orderto choosea materialand
thenqualify thematerialfor usage.However,notall testingwasdescribed.Additional testing,suchas
leakcheckingof thesealsandtheperformanceof thesealsin full-scaleandsubscalemotor f'u'ings,was
notcovered.Thetestingdescribedcoversa timeperiodof approximately30monthsandmany
thousandsof testsconductedat MSFC.Independenttestingby Morton Thiokol also covered the same

timespan and included thousands of tests. The final result of all of this extensive testing is an O-ring seal

material that is fully qualified to be used in the RSRM's and has demonstrated its ability to perform

successfully under many worst-case conditions that might occur.

Very important and useful engineering knowledge was gained as a result of the testing described.

The most important fact learned from this testing was that the performance of an elastomeric seal in a

dynamic environment such as the RSRM is influenced by a very large number of parameters, all of

which must be considered in the design of the sealing system. Such apparently innocuous factors as the

anticorrosion/seal lubricant used in the sealing system may have adverse effects on the seal material

itself, as well as the ability of the sealing system to be effectively leak checked for seal system integrity.

The natural or induced environments in which the seal is expected to perform can drastically affect the
performance of the seal system.

When all of the factors that could possibly affect O-ring sealing performance are considered, it

can be realized that the only way to assure an effective seal performance is by testing the sealing system,
or as close as is possible, under the worst-case anticipated performance environment. This is especially

true in sealing systems where seal failures are totally unacceptable.
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